Developing Resilience in IP Legal Operations
Part I: Adapting to a Changing World

Over the last 30+ years working in
intellectual property management,
I’ve seen IP practices survive and
thrive through difficult conditions,
while others struggle to grow even
in the best circumstances.
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A defining characteristic of the successful practices is, not surpris-
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ingly, that they don’t wait for a crisis to start re-inventing themselves for whatever comes next.
I began my career in boutique IP firms, dividing my time between
patent searching in the old paper stacks, and developing ways to
do more electronically. Back then, processes were so inefficient
that even a little automation made a big difference. Some firms
seized the opportunity to work more efficiently, while others worried that automation would remove the “personal touch” that
defined the value they brought to their clients.
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Consulting Practice, Adam works
with firms to evaluate law firm IP
infrastructure, staffing approach,
culture and business processes to
identify opportunities to improve
operational efficiency, mitigate
risk and enhance client service.
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When I joined Thomson Scientific in 2006, I found

We’ve seen ups and downs of focusing on IP moneti-

myself working closely with corporate IP legal and

zation, and major changes to the US patent system

engineering teams to improve their innovation and IP

that have left some wondering how viable traditional

management processes. The more familiar I became

approaches to patent protection really are. The glob-

with the challenges they were facing, the more I was

al health crisis of 2020 has fundamentally changed

struck by how little visibility most attorneys and staff

the way people work, innovate and consume, and it

at law firms really had into the context surrounding

has exposed fissures in existing business processes

their clients’ overall IP strategy, and how quickly cor-

that have needed updating for a long time.

porate perceptions of value were changing with respect to their IP portfolios.

Of course, different industries approach IP in different
ways. But in general corporate IP teams all have to
find ways to control the costs of establishing and

A wider perspective

maintaining IP portfolios as they work to foster

Over the past twenty years, we have seen major eco-

innovation, protect competitive advantage and

nomic cycles that have highlighted the importance of

generate revenue.

innovation. While recessions and downturns have
weighed heavily on R&D investments, they have also

The “more is more” IP mindset that was so lucrative

rewarded the companies that remain committed to

for law firms has given way to more nuanced ap-

investing in innovation.

proaches, as companies seek to optimize protection
with a cost-effective mix of IP that is aligned with
product and regional go-to-market plans.

A spectrum of responses
IP firms have evolved their strategies in response to
client demands, again with a wide range of approaches.
Some have changed reluctantly, responding to cost
pressures with a patchwork of negotiated pricing and
service level agreements that are difficult to manage,
increase operational costs and introduce risk. While
these firms talk about the value of their personal service and knowing their clients, the reality is that a lot
of client-level customization is reactive and drives up
costs without adding the kind of value clients are
looking for now.
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This personalized service is usually held together by a
small number of dedicated staff members making
huge efforts to keep all the rules and processes
straight using outdated or underutilized technology.
And while the IP attorneys generally understand the
clients’ technologies well, they may not be as attuned
to the clients’ business strategy, or how their markets
are evolving.
For all their efforts, the work of these firms is being
commoditized, and they risk being displaced when
corporate teams decide they need to consolidate
their work to a smaller number of firms or farm it out
to low-cost commercial providers.

The Capacity for Change
Even the most entrepreneurially minded firms can
find it challenging to re-invent themselves. The forces
of inertia are strong; it’s often hard to let go of the
old ways of doing things if they are tied to a reliable
stream of revenue. Clients continue to make urgent
demands for IP prosecution performed faster and
more cheaply.
But at the same time, when they decide to consider
all their options, they look for firms with a broader
understanding of their business and the ability to use
technology to drive collaboration and make their own
processes more efficient. They want firms with vision
that demonstrate long-term resilience in helping their

Other firms have recognized that their clients’ busi-

clients adapt their IP protection strategies.

nesses are fundamentally changing and have worked
to re-structure their practice to create new value.
They engage with clients at more senior levels of
leadership and provide counsel on IP strategy in the
context of business priorities.
They are also inventing entirely new ways of working
with their clients — bringing the best tools, services
and resources together in their own unique way to
deliver personalized services at scale and creating
high quality IP assets.
In reality, most firms are somewhere in-between.
They recognize the need to move beyond outdated
ways of working, but they also need to mitigate the
risks of implementing major change and move at a
pace they can sustain.
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Firms that are successfully re-inventing themselves

Law firms today have the potential to take a more

achieve a balance between the “old” and “new” by

prominent role in helping clients define how IP sup-

giving equal voice to the visionaries focused on the

ports their business. But doing so requires a mindset

practice 10 years from now and the pragmatists who

that embraces change as well as the capacity to im-

are focused on providing great service today.

plement it.

These firms include strong operational leaders fo-

By developing their resilience and capacity for

cused on developing the right mix of skills and keep-

change, firms will not only be able to adapt quickly

ing people working in a scalable and sustainable way,

and survive in a challenging economic environment;

and technologists who know how to implement the

they will also be ready to take on the next set of chal-

right blend of tools to support the practice.

lenges the legal sector and the global IP community
will face. ▲

Where it makes sense, they leverage specialists to
help with major evolutionary jumps in their processes.
They leverage outsourced services themselves in
smart ways that allow them to continue to manage
the clients’ experience.

In my next article, I’ll take a closer
look at how firms can take action
now to improve the ways they
work and serve their clients.
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